To:
From:

E-SRF Customers
EKC Product Development Group

Date:

February 15, 2005

Re:

E-SRF Event Reporting System version 2.1 (build: LE00450)

Dear E-SRF Customer,
E-SRF release 2.1 was made Generally Available at product level LE00450. The product has been enhanced with corrective maintenance to
address problems reported by clients, as well as product enhancements requested by clients. Some of these enhancements were provided
to you in the form of corrective maintenance and superceding “builds”. This product level set includes build LE00450, representing all
maintenance and enhancements scheduled for this release to date.
A technical newsletter accompanies this offering outlining it’s content.
A Documentation Replacement Upgrade was furnished with this product update. Please replace your current ESRF/Event Reporting product
documentation with what is provided. This upgrade includes all prior upgrades to the stated base publication. Upgrading your
documentation with this upgrade will bring your documentation current with this build, including upgrades from earlier maintenance and
builds.
Documentation is available on CD-ROM (in PDF format) for this product.
Feel free to make enough copies of the product documentation to insure all publication copies in your organization are properly replaced.
Please make sure your Release 2.1 documentation is marked GENERAL AVAILABILITY. If you are using prior base documentation,
(provided to you as either BETA or Early Ship), please discard it and replace it with this offering.
A Masterfile Upgrade will occur when your Masterfile is processed for the first time with this offering. Please make sure you specify the
UPGRADE parameter the first time the product is executed against a Masterfile that was maintained at a lower level. Good Data Processing
practice would be to make sure your Masterfile is backed prior to testing any new release or level set. Please read the section Masterfile
Format Compatibility Across Releases, found in the Masterfile and Data Dictionary Reference publication on page 2.1 for more information
about Masterfile Compatibility.
This purpose of this release is to provide customer requested enhancements, incorporate all reported product error resolutions and
additional enhancements required to enhance this product to the levels expected by our existing and future customers.
In this particular release, the Masterfile architecture has been redesigned in an effort to reduce the amount of disk and virtual storage
required for its processing, at the same time reduce the amount of computer resources required to perform the Update Function. You can
expect a reduction of about fifty percent in all of these areas.
Please refer to the Change Summary and other product documentation for more information about this release..
Enjoy your new E-SRF product release.
Thank you in advance.
Tom Carneal,
EKC Product Development

